App Tutorial - Orienteering
Event list
When first opening the TracTrac application the user will be
presented with a list of all events TracTrac has. It is scrolled to the
next up coming race, with the future race above and previous
below. As the list grows it can some times be hard to find the right
race. To easily find a race, use the search bar on the top right to
open the Event search.
The club tab is specifically for clubs using TracTrac.

Event search
In the event search its possible to find events by name or by
location.

Event view
In the event view the user will be presented with brief information
about the event and a list with all the races.

Open race view
Once the race has started the live race view will be available. To
open it press anywhere on the row of the race to view.
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Race view
This is where the action can be seen live or as a replay. It contains
the map and necessary controls to view and replay a race. Race
progress is displayed at the bottom as a progress bar and the
actual time is displayed next to it.

Open race control
Touch anywhere on the bottom bar to open the race control.

Race control
1. Change the replay speed of the race.
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2. Goes back to the beginning of data while live, or goes back to
the beginning of the race if its in replay.
3. Jump back.
4. Pause / Play
5. Jump forward
6. Goes to the end of the race.

Open orienteering modes
On the left hand side of the map there is a small white button
with an arrow, clicking this will open the modes menu.

Orienteering modes Menu
1. Crono mode, the default mode when race is opened. Shows
runners relative to their real start time.
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2. Sync makes all competitors start simultaneously from the same
selected control. Press a control on the map to apply the sync
from that control.
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Race menu
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1. Map view, this is where you can see the race in live or replay.
2. Competitor list and competitor selection, reflects on map.
3. Split times, see stats for each competitor and leg.
4. Settings

Preferences
Screen wake lock: When checked the screen will always stay on
while in the race view (Android only).

Map
Competitor Labels: You can disable or enable the competitor
labels on the map. Automatic lets app decide when to show the
labels.
Tail length: Decides the length of the tail forllow the competitor
in seconds.
Type: This preference lets you change what type of map to
display. Options are, Normal (Street map), Hybrid, Satellite &
Terrain.

Competitor list
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The competitor list shows all competitors of selected class(').
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1. Sorting of competitors, default is ascending by longname.
2. In light blue, competitor's initials then the name,.. And below
that competitor's speed.
3. The icon is an indicator that each row can be swiped for more
options. See more documentation on the next page.
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4. The colored circle shows the color of the competitor on the
map.
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5. Competitor selections, more details below.
6. Competitor search/filter, more details below.
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Swipe competitor from right to left
Swiping a competitor from right to left will open details about the
competitor. See more of this view in Competitor Details.

Swipe competitor from left to right
Swiping a competitor from left to right will close the leaderboard
and focus on the competitor on the map.

Competitor Selection panel
Pressing the heart on the left of the sorting buttons will open the
competitor selection panel.
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1. Shows all competitors
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2. Selection mode, user selects which competitors should be
visible
3. Keeps top three selected, plus selection mode like 2.

Search/Filter
Type name or nationality to search / filter for competitors.

Competitor details
In the competitor details you can see the details of a competitor
and his/her mark passing times and position at the time of
passing.
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Split times table
This is where you can see statistics of all competitors per leg of
the race. The left column contains names and rank, while the right
columns have all the statistics.
The right column is scrollable right and left as well as up and
down.
At the very bottom the currently selected leg can be seen with a
button on each side of it to skip between the different legs.
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